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Surface-Preparation Products
NA 600

NA 600 Multi Patch is a fast-setting, versatile, cementitious material used
for the patching of interior/exterior concrete surfaces including concrete
floors, residential driveways, sidewalks and concrete pads. NA 600 Multi
Patch minimizes jobsite turnaround time by setting fast for easy and costefficient patching of horizontal substrates before application of self-leveling
underlayments.

MULTI PATCH™
Versatile, High-Performance
Concrete Patch
25 LBS. (11,3 KG), BAG

NA 650

NA 650 Premium Floor Patch is a high-performance, highly polymer-modified,
fiber-reinforced cement-based skimcoating and patching compound. Use
NA 650 to skimcoat and smooth minor surface variations and defects
on common substrates. NA 650 creates a strong, durable surface ready
for almost any floor application. Its unique formulation mixes easily with
water and produces an easy-to-apply patching compound. Rapid-setting
NA 650 allows for fast-track flooring installations in 30 to 60 minutes after
application, depending on thickness and environmental conditions.

PREMIUM FLOOR PATCH
Highly Polymer-Modified
Skimcoating and Patching
Compound
10 LBS. (4,54 KG), BAG

NA 840

NA 840 Floor Repair Mix is a fast-setting, premixed cement-based mortar for
concrete repairs and subfloor preparation work; it repairs concrete from 1/4"
to 4" (6 mm to 10 cm) thick. It is great for fast conversions of multiple tubs to
showers in hotel remodel projects or when building new showers in multifamily
new construction. Mixed exclusively with water, NA 840 provides an easy-touse, high-compressive-strength mortar that sets completely within 24 hours
without shrinkage cracks.

FLOOR REPAIR MIX
Rapid-Setting Floor
and Shower Base Mix
50 LBS. (22,7 KG), BAG

Mortars and Additives
NA 3200

NA 3200 Multi Flex Pro is a standard-grade, polymer-modified, thin-set
mortar for most interior/exterior residential and commercial floors; interior/
exterior residential walls; and interior commercial walls. NA 3200 Multi Flex
Pro provides an excellent bond for ceramic, porcelain, pavers and most marble,
granite and natural-stone tile installations. NA 3200 Multi Flex Pro can be used
over several interior and exterior substrates: concrete (at least 28 days old),
cement backer units (CBUs), masonry block and brick, and membranes such as
those for crack isolation and waterproofing. Also use NA 3200 Multi Flex Pro
over these interior substrates: gypsum wallboard and exterior-grade plywood
(dry conditions), and leveling coats. Mixed with water only, it meets or exceeds
ANSI A118.4 and ANSI A118.11 standards.

MULTI FLEX PRO
™

Multipurpose Ceramic
Tile Mortar
50 LBS. (22,7 KG), BAG – GRAY
50 LBS. (22,7 KG), BAG – WHITE

NA 3220

NA 3220 Multi Flex Plus is a polymer-modified mortar for thin-set applications
on most interior/exterior residential and commercial floors; interior/exterior
residential walls; and interior commercial walls. NA 3220 Multi Flex Plus
provides an excellent bond for ceramic, porcelain, quarry, pavers and most
marble, granite and natural stone tile installations. NA 3220 Multi Flex Plus can
be used over several interior and exterior substrates: concrete (at least 28 days
old), cement backer units (CBUs), masonry block and brick, and membranes
such as those for crack isolation and waterproofing. Also use NA 3220 Multi
Flex Plus over these interior substrates: gypsum wallboard and exterior-grade
plywood (dry conditions), leveling coats, existing ceramic, porcelain tile, Saltillo
tile, vinyl composition tile (VCT) and cutback residue. Mixed with water only, it
meets or exceeds ANSI A118.4 and ANSI A118.11 standards.

MULTI FLEX PLUS
™

Porcelain Tile Mortar
50 LBS. (22,7 KG), BAG – GRAY
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Mortars and Additives continued
NA 3240

MULTI FLEX RAPID
™

Fast-Set Polymer Thin-Set
Mortar
50 LBS. (22,7 KG), BAG – GRAY

NA 3690

MAGNA LITE™ PRO
Contractor-Grade,
Lightweight Tile Mortar
with Polymer
25 LBS. (11,3 KG), BAG – GRAY
25 LBS. (11,3 KG), BAG – WHITE

NA 3700

MAGNA LITE

™

Lightweight, Thin-Set Mortar
with Polymer
25 LBS. (11,3 KG), BAG – NEUTRAL

NA 3780

MAGNA FLEX PRO
™

Multipurpose Floor, Wall
and Membrane Mortar
50 LBS. (22,7 KG), BAG – GRAY
50 LBS. (22,7 KG), BAG – WHITE

NA 3800

MAGNA FLEX

™

Premium Nonsag Large Tile
and Stone Mortar
50 LBS. (22,7 KG), BAG – GRAY
50 LBS. (22,7 KG), BAG – WHITE

NA 2000

TILE ADHESIVE
Premixed Adhesive for Ceramic
and Porcelain Tile
3.5 U.S. GALS. (13,2 L), PAIL – WHITE
5 U.S. GALS. (18,9 L), PAIL – WHITE

NA 3240 Multi Flex Rapid is a high-performance, polymer-modified, rapidsetting mortar for thin-set applications on most interior/exterior residential and
commercial floors; interior/exterior residential walls; and interior commercial
walls. NA 3240 Multi Flex Rapid provides an excellent bond for ceramic, porcelain,
quarry, pavers and most marble, granite and natural-stone tile installations. NA
3240 Multi Flex Rapid can be used over several interior and exterior substrates:
concrete (at least 28 days old), cement backer units (CBUs), masonry block and
brick, and membranes such as those for crack isolation and waterproofing. Also
use NA 3240 Multi Flex Rapid over these interior substrates: gypsum wallboard
and exterior-grade plywood (dry conditions), leveling coats, existing ceramic
and porcelain tile, cement terrazzo, vinyl composition tile (VCT), plastic laminate
countertops, noncushioned sheet vinyl and cutback residue. Mixed with water
only, it meets or exceeds ANSI A118.4 and ANSI A118.11 standards.
NA 3690 Magna Lite Pro is a contractor-grade, lightweight, thin-set mortar that
can also be used for medium-bed and nonsag applications. It glides on smooth
and easy, and it provides twice the coverage of a standard thin-set mortar
per pound/kg. NA 3690 Magna Lite Pro meets or exceeds industry standards
including ANSI A118.4TE, A118.11 and A138.1 bond strength requirements, and
is ISO 13007 classified as C1TES1.

NA 3700 Magna Lite is a premium-grade, lightweight, thin-set mortar fortified
with polymer for enhanced bonding to ceramic, porcelain, quarry, pavers and most
marble, granite and natural-stone tiles. This formula is also good for medium-bed
and nonsag applications, and can be used for large-and-heavy-tile installations.
It provides twice the coverage of a standard mortar per pound/kg and may
contribute to LEED points with more than 20% recycled content. Its neutral color
makes it a good choice for use with natural stone and light-colored grouts. It has
a smooth and creamy consistency, and is mold- and mildew-resistant. Mixed with
water only, it meets or exceeds ANSI A118.4 and ANSI A118.11 standards.
NA 3780 Magna Flex Pro is highly versatile and can be used as a large-andheavy-tile mortar and thin-set mortar for installations on floors, walls and
countertops. It can also be used as a mortar over uncoupling, crack-isolation,
soundproofing and waterproofing membranes. NA 3780 Magna Flex Pro
meets or exceeds industry-standard ANSI A118.4TE and A118.11 bond strength
requirements, and is ISO 13007 classified as C2TE.

NA 3800 Magna Flex is a premium, nonsag medium-bed mortar that is ideal
for installing large-format tile and stone on interior/exterior floors, walls and
countertops. NA 3800 Magna Flex can also be used in thin-set applications to
install smaller-format tile and stone. This mortar has a high content of unique
dry polymer, which provides excellent bond between the substrate and tile
or stone. Mixed with water only, it meets or exceeds ANSI A118.4 and ANSI
A118.11 standards.

NA 2000 Tile Adhesive is a ready-to-use, nonflammable, high-viscosity,
synthetic polymer emulsion-based adhesive with extended open time. It can be
used for indoor, light-duty, residential installations of mosaic, ceramic, quarry,
porcelain and non-moisture-sensitive tile on floors, countertops and ceilings
(up to 6" x 6" [15 x 15 cm]) and walls (up to 8" x 8" [20 x 20 cm]) in dry or
intermittent wet areas (backsplashes, shower, tub and bath surrounds). NA
2000 has nonslip attributes for vertical use and is easy to trowel on floors, walls
and ceilings. NA 2000 can be used over fully cured concrete, gypsum wallboard
(walls only), cement backer units (CBUs), cement leveling compounds, exteriorgrade plywood and masonry block. NA 2000 meets or exceeds ANSI A136.1,
Type 1 (U.S.) industry standards.

Color PQ
TM

Premium Ready-to-Use Grout with Color-Coated Quartz

NA 4600 Ever Color PQ is a premium-grade, ready-to-use specialty grout for use with
porcelain, ceramic and natural-stone tiles, and is ideal for both commercial and residential
applications. No sealer is required because its nonporous composition helps prevent waterbased stains. NA 4600 Ever Color PQ is formulated with the latest innovation in quartz
aggregate, ensuring color consistency, ease of cleanability and improved workability.

Not just a COLOR, but a FEELING
Features and Benefits
• No sealing required
• Commercial and residential use

575

500

• Color consistency; no efflorescence
• Crack-resistant
1 U.S. GAL. (3,79 L), PAIL
AVAILABLE IN 16 COLORS
# 503 ASPEN SNOW
# 569 MOJAVE DUNES
# 507 DARK MOLASSES
# 542 CLASSIC IVORY

507 515

# 551 DAKOTA DUNES
# 524 MONTANA GRAY
# 521 AMERICAN STEEL
# 500 ALASKAN ICE
# 515 DESERT DAWN
# 575 CHESTNUT
# 556 LAKOTA WHEAT
# 536 SMOKY COAL

536

542

# 577 MONTEREY SURF
# 579 CAJUN COFFEE
# 509 MISTY GRAY
# 548 COLONIAL BEIGE
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